
 

 

 

Halla Bol 

The Nukkad Natak Competition 

  

General Guidelines:  

1. Teams are required to register here with all the relevant details requested in the 

registration form filled. Teams who fail to register within the stipulated time will not be 

allowed to participate. 

2. Event will be conducted in 2 rounds: First round will be conducted online, where the 

teams are required to share their entries at theatre@iiml-manfestvarchasva.com. 

Teams qualified to final round will perform at MV. 

3. Participants are required to send any of the below two for the first round: 

a. Any of the teams past performance video shot within last 2 years. 

b. Record a new video where the team performs together. 

4. The team can have a maximum of 15 performing actors and a minimum of 12 (including 

musicians). In addition to this the team can also have one writer (student), director 

(student). 

5. Teams are required to perform in Hindi only. No teams will not be allowed to perform 

in their regional language. 

6. Obscenity (at the discretion of judges), defaming any political party or religious groups 

of any kind, shall not be allowed and may lead to disqualification. 

7. Decisions of the judges shall be final and binding in case of any conflict. 

  

Round 1: Preliminary round: 

1. This will be an online round; students are required to send their submissions to 

theatre@iiml-manfestvarchasva.com. 

2. The video can be of a maximum duration of 5 minutes and a minimum of 2 minutes.  

3. The video can be either a recording of their past performance or a new performance. 

4. Last date for registration and to submit the entry will be 20 th January 2024. Naming 

convention: MV 2023-24_Halla Bol_<Team Name>. For any additional details, you  

can write a mail to theatre@iiml-manfestvarchasva.com. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf8QQMjcyw2QYCJJ3VbjxdDw86KCaYPqxtBUejGBaTLtlsnWA/viewform?usp=pp_url
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5. Top 10 teams will be shortlisted for the final round where the teams are required to 

perform at IIM Lucknow campus. 

6. Selected teams will be informed about their selection with further details in due time. 

  

Round 2: Final Round: 

1. Teams shortlisted from the online round will be informed of their selection in due time. 

2. Final round for shortlisted candidates will take place during Manfest-Varchasva 2023-

24 from 9th to 11th Feb. The final schedule will be communicated on the website and 

Instagram page. 

3. Teams not meeting/exceeding the size requirement will attract negative points. 

4. Participating teams are required to arrange for props/music instruments required for 

their performance. IIM Lucknow/ Manfest-Varchasva will not be responsible for the 

same. 

5. Each team will be given a maximum of 15 minutes for performance and 2 minutes for 

Q&A. 

6. Teams will receive their first warning at minute 13, second warning at minute 14 and 

their final warning at minute 15. 

7. Teams exceeding the provided time limit will attract negative points.  

 

Judging Criteria 

Performance will be judged based on originality, creativity, content, character representation, 

dialogue, costume, props, message, direction, music. 

  

  

  

  

 

 


